
BEGIN A NEW
ADVENTURE

 WITH US!

Why Tanaza?

Life @ Tanaza



"Our mission is to make any Wi-Fi network cloud manageable"
Sebastiano Bertani, CEO

Tanaza is a dynamic start-up, founded in 2010 by

Sebastiano Bertani.

The innovative technology developed by Tanaza

allows professionals to manage Wi-Fi networks

remotely, from the Cloud. 

Company's  mission is to make Wi-Fi network

management easy and affordable, which is why the

Tanaza software is completely Cloud-based and does

not require the use of any expensive hardware

controllers. 

Tanaza envisions a world where any person and any

object are connected, anytime, anywhere, wirelessly.

Tanaza aims to be a significant player in a world

where networks provide smart information in real

time.

About Tanaza



Life @ Tanaza

Tanaza is located in Uffici Porta Volta, in

Milan's city center

The offices are near Piazza Gae Aulenti's

Skyscrapers, the famous Bosco Verticale, the

fashionable Corso Como and Milan's

Chinatown.

"Tanazers" like the diversity of this

neighborhood.

The office has a great position as it is easy to

reach with public transport, near to shops,

and full of restaurants for the lunch break!



"Tanaza cares about what people do and

not who they are"

Valeria, Marketing Manager

Working @ Tanaza

Achieve global growth

Make any network Cloud manageable 

Disrupt the actual industry 

Conquer new markets and break the boundaries

Results are always awarded! Fair compensation and

bonuses for good work

Team spirit and a fun place to work!

Team work, presentations, and other interesting tasks

for our Junior "Tanazers"

Freelancers are a valuable part of our group

 "An innovative and disruptive company that works with a

passion for technology, and in specific WiFi "

Joanna, Sales Director



Tanaza Perks

CEO with entrepreneurial vision 

Experienced YOUNG MANAGERS for Juniors to learn

from

PROFESSIONAL atmosphere and FRIENDLY

environment

We are a YOUNG, INTERNATIONAL team - we are very

professional, but we also like to HAVE FUN together!

MULTILINGUAL TEAM , more than 10 European                

and non-European languages spoken



Tanaza Worldwide

Tanaza has many Partners worldwide.

Its Partners are mainly System Integrators and Managed Solution Providers, that provision end-to-end Wi-Fi

solutions to hotels, bars, restaurants, colleges, schools, hospitals and SMBs. The company works hard to

achieve global growth, disrupt the actual industry and 

make any network Cloud manageable

 Tanaza success story  



Tanaza Success Story

Our Success:

Winner of multiple startup competitions

Partners in more than 90 countries

Deployments all over the world

More than 16 Million registered users



"THE WI-FI MECA"
Joao

"Tanaza is a perfect
opportunity for people who

love technology
and innovation"  

Cristian

"Concrete chance to boost your job
skills and career, inside a startup

that is becoming a company"
Marco

"Highly ambitious and
success-oriented employees"

Luka

"A group of young, smart individuals who
are eager to learn, teach and grow".

Lina

 Tanaza Team Says...

"A great place where your
knowledge and

your character grow"
Rocco


